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Essay task on Hyde as a frightening outsider 

Read the following extract from Chapter 2 (Search for Mr Hyde) of The Strange Case 

of Dr Jekyll and Mr Hyde and then answer the question that follows. 

In this extract Mr Utterson has just met Mr Hyde for the first time. 

“We have common friends,” said Mr Utterson. 

“Common friends!” echoed Mr Hyde, a little hoarsely. “Who are they?” 

“Jekyll, for instance,” said the lawyer. 

“He never told you,” cried Mr Hyde, with a flush of anger. “I did not think you 

would have lied.”’ 

“Come,” said Mr Utterson, “that is not fitting language.” 

The other snarled aloud into a savage laugh; and the next moment, with 

extraordinary quickness, he had unlocked the door and disappeared into the 

house. 

The lawyer stood awhile when Mr Hyde had left him, the picture of disquietude. 

Then he began slowly to mount the street, pausing every step or two and 

putting his hand to his brow like a man in mental perplexity. The problem he 

was thus debating as he walked was one of a class that is rarely solved. Mr 

Hyde was pale and dwarfish; he gave an impression of deformity without any 

nameable malformation, he had a displeasing smile, he had borne himself to 

the lawyer with a sort of murderous mixture of timidity and boldness, and he 

spoke with a husky whispering and somewhat broken voice, – all these were 

points against him; but not all of these together could explain the hitherto 

unknown disgust, loathing and fear with which Mr Utterson regarded him. 

“There must be something else,” said the perplexed gentleman. “There is 

something more, if I could find a name for it. God bless me, the man seems 

hardly human! Something troglodytic, shall we say? Or can it be the old story 

of Dr Fell? Or is it the mere radiance of a foul soul that thus transpires through, 

and transfigures, its clay continent? The last, I think; for, O my poor old Harry 

Jekyll, if ever I read Satan’s signature upon a face, it is on that of your new 

friend!” 

Starting with this extract, how does Stevenson present Mr Hyde as a frightening 

outsider? 
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Write about: 

• how Stevenson presents Mr Hyde in this extract 

• how Stevenson presents Mr Hyde as a frightening outsider in the novel as 

a whole. 
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Full model essay on Hyde as a frightening 

outsider 

In Jekyll and Hyde, Stevenson shows how Hyde’s immoral behaviour leads those 

he encounters to reject him as a frightening outsider. Utterson, in particular, is 

repulsed by Hyde but struggles to understand exactly why. His choice of language 

betrays his disgust and shows that he feels Hyde is an outsider, taking advantage, 

he believes, of that pillar of the establishment, Dr Jekyll. Ultimately, we learn that 

Hyde is in fact Dr Jekyll and is, therefore, an ‘insider’, leaving us with the troubling 

sense that even ostensibly respectable people may hide shocking secrets. 

In the extract, Stevenson presents Utterson reacting with fright and disgust at his 

first meeting with Hyde. Their meeting ends with Hyde “snarl[ing]…a savage 

laugh,” (p11) a sneering response to Utterson’s condemnation of Hyde’s ‘un-

gentlemanly’ attitude. The metaphor suggests that Hyde is a wild animal and also 

echoes Victorian prejudices about Indigenous peoples, who were dismissed as 

‘uncivilised’ ‘savages’. After the encounter, Utterson strives to understand his 

viscerally negative reaction to Hyde, who he feels is “deform[ed].” (p12) Utterson’s 

use of pseudo-scientific terminology shows that he believes Hyde must be 

disabled somehow, again betraying his prejudices, leading him to use a tricolon 

to emphasise his “disgust, loathing and fear.” (p12) Stevenson then shows 

Utterson’s ruminations continuing as he bombards himself with questions, 

wondering if Hyde is variously “hardly human,” “troglodytic,” or a “foul soul” 

marked by “Satan.” (p12) Utterson is grasping desperately for an explanation, 

wondering if Hyde is inhuman, or an ‘unevolved’ cave-dweller, or a servant of the 

devil. All show that Utterson comprehensively rejects Hyde, believing him to be a 

sinful outsider who cannot be tolerated in ‘civilised’ society. 

Earlier in the novel, Stevenson presents Enfield’s shocked testimony which 

immediately positions Hyde as an outsider figure. Enfield narrates Hyde, “like 

some damned Juggernaut,” (p5) trampling over a young girl. The simile others 

Hyde, associating him with a Hindu festival and suggesting that he is somehow 

exotic and dangerous, a non-Christian outsider in a generally Christian society.1 

As with Utterson, Enfield’s Euro-centric prejudices, widespread in the Victorian era 

at the height of European imperialism, are clear, and he continues to display them 

when he describes Hyde’s “black sneering coolness” (p5) and contrasts him with 

Dr Jekyll who is “the very pink of the proprieties.” (p6) The colour imagery sets up 

a pattern of dark and light contrasts in the novel and also suggests that Enfield 

reacts to Hyde as a racial inferior, someone to be feared and condemned. 

Moreover, Stevenson uses the setting of Victorian London to emphasise Hyde’s 

outsider status. Enfield remarks that the location of Hyde’s crime is “sinister” and 
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“sordid.” (p4) Later, Hyde’s dwelling is presented, through a dirty London fog, as a 

“blackguardly” (p17) slum. The fearful atmosphere echoes the traditions of Gothic 

literature, placing Hyde alongside Frankenstein’s creature, both of whom are man-

made frightening outsiders, despised and feared by their creators. 

Stevenson eventually reveals that Hyde is simultaneously a frightening outsider 

and the respected ‘insider’, Dr Jekyll. Hyde is presented as killing “with ape-like 

fury” (p16) the “beautiful” (p15) Sir Danvers Carew MP. The simile again presents 

Hyde as an unevolved human, reflecting the late-Victorian fascination with 

Darwin’s theory of evolution, suggesting that Hyde is more ‘primitive’ than 

‘civilised’ humans. Moreover, the contrast of Hyde with an MP emphasises how 

Hyde’s behaviour, previously affecting only impoverished outsiders, is now 

threatening people at the pinnacle of Victorian society – the outsider is closing in 

on the ‘insiders’. Stevenson then presents Dr Lanyon’s witnessing of Hyde’s 

transformation into Dr Jekyll. Hyde calls the transformation an act to “stagger the 

unbelief of Satan.” (p40) Again, the devil is invoked, suggesting Hyde’s activities 

are evil. Indeed, Hyde seems to believe he is more powerful than Satan and revels 

in his unholy powers. Dr Jekyll later reveals the frightening truth – that he sought 

to escape the life of a “discontented doctor” (p49) and experience the “liberty” and 

“glee” (p49) of “depravity.” (p46) Though he attempts to give a veneer of scientific 

respectability to his ‘research’, we realise that Dr Jekyll seems simply to be driven 

by a desire to ‘go wild’. Perhaps, the truly frightening revelation, then, is that Dr 

Jekyll chose, repeatedly, to be the outsider Hyde, despite knowing the terrible truth 

of Hyde’s actions. 

Thus, Stevenson presents a wealthy establishment man taking on the guise of a 

frightening outsider in order to satisfy his taste for criminal pleasures. The novel, 

therefore, condemns the hypocrisy of those who use their riches to indulge in 

behaviour they would otherwise denounce as immoral. Ultimately, perhaps the 

most frightening aspect of the novel is the suggestion that we will always struggle 

to know for sure who anyone really is, behind the smiles and the carefully curated 

public exterior. 
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Essay Writing Checklist 

As you read, check how many of the recommendations below are followed by the 

essay. Then, use the checklist to help you write your own essay. 

Remember that these are recommendations from an experienced teacher, not 

requirements. Allow them to help and guide you, but don’t allow them to restrict 

you; if you have a different idea and feel confident about it, then give it a go! 

 

 

  

 
Use wording of question in 

answer – “Stevenson presents.” 
 Refer to effect on reader. 

 
Use Intro and Conclusion to help 

structure essay as argument. 
 Use relevant subject terminology. 

 
Use topic sentences to open each 

main paragraph. 
 

Connect to context when text was 

written, where relevant: late-

Victorian era. 

 Close focus on extract.  

Connect to context when text is 

set, where relevant: late-Victorian 

era. 

 Focus on elsewhere in the novel.  

Connect to literary context, where 

relevant: history of the Gothic 

genre. 

 
Use short, precise quotations to 

support interpretations. 
 

Connect to original and 21st 

century audience context, where 

relevant. 

 Close analysis of language.  
Focus on minor character(s), 

where relevant. 

 Close analysis of form.  
Use accurate spelling, 

punctuation and grammar. 

 Close analysis of text structure.  Write c450-c750 words. 
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Endnote 

 

1 The use of “juggernaut” in English, both in its literal sense and in its later 

metaphorical sense, is a result of British (i.e. English, Scottish, Welsh and Irish) 

contact with Indian religious practice during the early period of British rule in 

India. For more on the history of this word, see the Oxford University Press (OUP) 

blog post: https://blog.oup.com/2017/08/origins-juggernaut-jagannath/ 


